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Imperfect Communication in Markets. A Big World Problem*^

This paper examines the problem of markets where not all individuals 

are in contact with each other. The nature of the communication structure 

in a market is rarely made explicit in standard economic analysis although 

a structure is implicitly assumed in the description of the model. To 

take as an example the general equilibrium model of exchange, it is clear 

that in such a model each individual must receive price signals. Hence 

a structure which would correspond to the Walrasian description would 

be one in which each agent was in contact with a central auctioneer. Thus 

viewing the agents as nodes in a graph and denoting contact or communication 

between two individuals by an arc, the Walrasian model would correspond 

to a star-shaped graph. In the analysis of the core it is assumed

that any coalition of agents can forai. If then we were to impose the 

condition that coalitions must consist of agents, all of whom know each 

other, then allowing all coalitions to form is equivalent to assuming that 

the graph is complete. In fact the communication pattern existing 

between the individuals in a market might be very different from those 

mentioned. If we specify the way in which agents’ actions are constrained 

by the communication network, then we could proceed to examine the 

effects of different structures and arrive at deterministic statements 

about the market outcomes associated with those structures. Suppose 

however that we do not know the exact structure, but for example by 

sampling we are able to make statements as to the probability that 

individuals are in communication with each other. For simplicity we will 

assume that the probability p^ that any two individuals i and j know 

each other does not depend on who these individuals are, thus we assume,

(1) = p > 0  for all i, j i j* j.

(1) This is a belated revision of a paper presented at the 1974 European 
Meeting of the Econometric Society in Grenoble. I had hoped to 
prepare a version with much stronger results in the second part. 
However to do so seems to require the use of much more powerful 
machinery and hence make the paper less appealing to a general 
audience and this would frustrate its original purpose. Many friends 
and colleagues have offered suggestions, but the only two that I can 
recall are Jerry Green who originally provoked my interest in 
this sort of problem and Claude Oddou who tried to make me make the 
statement of the Theorem a little more precise. It is not his 
fault if he has not been successful.
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This is not essential for our results and we could also assume that

Min p.. > 0 that is in a finite economy that everyone knows everyone 
i. j 1J
else with a positive probability.

We shall be concerned with what happens as markets become large, that is, 

as more individuals are added. In this connection we will make the much 

more restrictive assumption, that individuals ,know each other with the 

same probability regardless of the total number of people in the economy.

Thus we assume in effect that people know some constant proportion of the 

agents in an economy. One could obtain weaker versions of the results by 

assuming that pfi, the probability that two people know each other, in an 

economy with n individuals went to zero reasonably slowly. This is made 

precise in the paper of Hoivik and Gleditsch ¿T9707 , for the moment assume

(2) pn = p > o n = 1,2.....

To illustrate these ideas we consider first a simple and naive partial 

equilibrium model with a group of sellers of a single product. Each seller 

views himself as being in competition with certain other sellers. In this 

case p expresses the (symmetric) probability that two sellers view 

themselves as competitors. The sellers behave as follows. Each one sets a 

price and in the next period he adjusts his price to correspond to the 

lowest price set by his competitors. If the communication network is a 

strongly connected graph, that is if there is a path from every node to 

every other node, then after a finite number of periods there will only be 

one price in the market. We might then ask two questions. What is the 

probability that there will only be one price? How long will it take for 

this price to obtain everywhere? The answer to the first question is given 

by a standard graph theoretic result, Gilbert, /T9597- For a fixed p as 

defined previously, the probability that the graph T will be strongly 

connected depends on the number of nodes in T . Defining Tn (p) as a graph 

with n nodes with probability p of any two nodes having an arc between them, 

then

Prob ( rn(p) is strongly connected) = 1 - nq11  ̂

where q = 1 - p.

Thus as n becomes large the single price becomes a certainty.



The answer to the second question depends on the maximum distance or 

diameter of the graph. Let d^ be the distance between two agents, i.e., the 

length, number of arcs, in the shortest path between nodes i and j. Then 

we define the diameter D(T) by

D(rj = Max d.. i,i e A

where A is the set of nodes of r .

D(r) is conventionally defined as infinite if there are two nodes which are 

not linked by a path.

A remarkable results of Hoivik and Gleditsch /T9707 provides the 

answer required. They showed that for any fixed p>0 using the definition 

of r (p) as before,

Lim Prob (D( (p)) < 2 ) = 1
n-H* n

Phrased in simple terms, given our assumption about a fixed p, then in a 

large enough society any two individuals will almost certainly have a 

common friend. Indeed we should perhaps remark when meeting a stranger 

who knows somebody known to us, "It's a big world" rather than the more 

conventional observation. Thus large graphs are very strongly linked.

he can use this result for example to draw conclusions about the 

connection between the core and the V\alrasian allocations in economies where 

only probabilistic statements can be made about the communication network.

The second part of the paper is devoted to proving a limit theorem in 

probability terms about this relation.

A probabilistic limit theorem on the Core

We will consider the simplest version of such a limit theorem in order 

to illustrate the use of the notion of imperfect communication that we 

have introduced. The deterministic theorem we use is the modem version of 

Edgeworth's result and is due to Debreu and Scarf /T9637- We will adopt the 

notation and presentation used by Hildenbrand /T97§7•
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We will show that in an economy in which people know each other with 

probability p and can only form coalitions in which each pair of members has 

a common acquaintance, if the economy is large enough an allocation that is 

not Walrasian will almost certainly not be in the core.

First we start with some definitions and results in the standard 

deterministic framework.

Consider C an exchange economy i.e. d : A - ^  x then a feasible

allocation -f for £ is f : A-* R^ with £  e(a) = £*l(a).
aaA . aeA'

Definition 1:

Let -j- be an allocation for the econcajry : A -> (?x R^. The coalition 

S can improve upon the allocation if there exists an allocation g for c  

such that

(i) g(a) /̂a | (a) for all a e S 

and

(ii) £  g(a) = £  e(a) . 
aeS aeS

The set of all feasible allocations for the economy (£ that no coalition can 

improve upon is called the core of the economy denoted by C(£j.

To this we add

Definition 2:

An allocation for the economy (£. : A-ĵ T*x R̂. is called a Walryfe 

allocation is it is feasible and if there exists a price vector p e R 

such that

|ja) is a maximal element for in the budget set 

(fx e R+ I p.x i p. e(a)j for every agent a in A.

The set of all Walras allocations of the economy (Sis denoted by W(£).
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Now we turn to the familiar result that as an economy becomes large 

its core "shrinks” to the set of Walras allocations.

Consider a sequence of "replica"economies, or more formally:

Let d : A-+ ixR̂ . be an exchange economy. Then its n fold replica 6 

is an economy in which each agent a is "replicated" n times i.e.

£  : A x  {.1, .....n. ■* (?x
n J +

when .n = ¡a and e(a,i) = e(a) aeA 1< i< n.
\a,ij a

Now consider £ (C(£), W(£)) where is the "distance" between the 

Core and the set of Walras allocations defined as follows.

Let E be the smallest number^such that for every allocation { in C(c) 

there exists a Walrus allocation -f of £. with,

i Ca) — { (a) < S for all a in A.

It is well known, see Debreu and Scarf /T9637, that if we replicate 

an economy with "nice" preferences and initial endow tool ts then 

£ (C^), WCcf̂ D) 0. To establish a result in our stochastic

framework we will first need two deterministic results showing that is we 

only allow "large" coalitions to form,the redefined core still shrinks to 

the set of Walras allocations. Then since we know that large coalitions 

have a high probability of forming we can prove the desired result.

Given a number N define the N Core of an economy <1, Ĉ (<i) as the set 

of allocations which cannot be improved upon by any coalition C with

4 C > N. Clearly C (£) C. We state the following:

Theorem 1 (Limit Theorem for the N Core)

Given N and (S an economy with monotonic strongly convex preferences 

and strictly positive endowments then

% (cN(<y, w o y  - 0.

whore d  is the n fold replica ofC-
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First we will establish the "equal treatment" property, that is agents 

of the same type receive the same allocations in the N Core off for nv_ n
large enough. This enables us to concentrate solely on the allocations 

received by one member of each type, that is allocations for the economy d. 

Let the number of agents in that economy i.e.#A =r.

Lenroa (Equal Treatment for the N Core).

Given N, let | e C^(<^) with n̂ .jr + 1 then |(a,i) * |(a,j) for 

all a e A and 1 I i £ n and I £ j i n.

Proof.

a*If the Lemma does not hold then there is j- e C^(£^), a e A say _ 

and i f j such that + (a*,i) i |(a*,j). Now without loss of generality we 

can order commodity bundles for each type according to the common preference

>■ „ and assume that a

- (a,1) -• (a,i) 1 { i £ n .

Now by strong convexity we have

n-1 if_* 
n
and

<*'•") - j ((>’.') V  |(a*.n) ,
md

“¡pi (a*i) + ^ |(a,1) j-(a»i) 2 { i<k n

and for all a e A.

Thus the coalition S consisting of n-1 agents (a,i) 2 { i $ n 

of each type a can improve upon | . Since by monotonicity (a*, n) can give 

a small amount of some commodity to the other members of S and make them 

all strictly better off. Since (n-1)f > N; ^ is not in Cjj(£n) •

Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1

With the Lemma the Theorem follows directly from Hansen /T9697 

Theorem 2, when he proved that any "equal treatment allocation" + i.e. n
I t A

fold replica of •[ for C where 4- was not in W(£) would be inproved upon 

for n large by a coalition with (n-1))' + 1 agents.

O.E.D.
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Now consider that in the exchange economy there is a fixed 

probability p of any pair of agents Taiowing each other. Thus with an 

economy is associated a communication network which is probabilistic and as 

previously discussed is represented by a stochastic graph.

Now taking a sequence of replica economies and the associated 

communication networks, let us allow only coalitions with diameter less 

than or equal to 2 to form. Thus coalitions can only form if every pair 

of individuals in the economy either knows each other or has a mutuam 

acquaintance in the coalition. The core will now consist of those 

allocations which cannot be improved upon by such coalitions. However 

since the coalitions are now probabilistic, allocations belong to the core 

with a certain probability.

Now define the Epsilon Core of an economy £ in our sequence. 

Definition:

The Epsilon Core C, (jf ) consists of those allocations with probability 

less than 1 - £ of being improved upon.

Thus for an allocation to belong to the epsilon core the probability 

that none of the coalitions which can improve upon it can form must be 

greater than i .

The careful reader will ask precisely how this probability is defined. 

Recall that if an allocation is not in the core then it is improved upon 

by at least one coalition S. Consider now all the graphs on A in which at 

least one of the sub graphs corresponding to an improving coalition has 

diameter 2. Now each of these graphs has a probability of forming, easily

calculated by counting the number of arcs say S in the graph with N
S N-S 

possible arcs and is given by p (1-p)

Now the probability we need is the probability that at least one of 

these graphs will form. All this is rather complicated and we will adopt a 

simplistic approach which will suffice for our purposes. Consider an 

allocation which is not in W(£), then for some n-'and thereafter will 

not be in C^(£^) by Theorem 1. Now if we choose N appropriately we know 

that a large coalition will improve upon But by Hoivik and Gleditsch's

results we can choose N such that the probability of a coalition with N
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numbers forming will be greater than 1-£ for a given 6. This then will be 

the strategy of the proof of our main

Theorem 2 (Probabilistic Limit Theorem on the Core)

Let £ be an economy with strongly convex, monotonic preferences and 

£ the associated sequence of replica economics then for f >0

S(cte„). w t4 »  ~  o o)

Proof

By the result of Hoivik and Gleditsch for any £ there exists N£ such

that

Prob (b(rN (p)) < Z) >1 - L.

Now we use Theorem 1 setting N = N^ . This guarantees that for n large 

enough a coalition larger than N^ will improve upon if -- is not in 

W(£). Since the probability that this coalition will form, by the above 

remark is greater than 1 - C, -|-n is not in Ĉ  (£̂ ) for all n >N^ .

Q.E.D.

Conclusion

The aim of this paper has been to illustrate an approach to the 

handling of the problem of imperfect communication in markets. The idea of 

using stochastic graphs, while widespread in sociology and seeming to be 

a natural one for handling m?my problems in economics, does not seem to have 

been employed. Since the first version of this paper was written 

Myerson /T9767 has used deterministic graphs to analyse coalition structures 

in cooperative games. It would seem a natural extension to allow for some 

indeterminacy in the formation of coalitions by using stochastic graphs.

The simple result in the second part of this paper can be greatly . 

strengthened and generalised as suggested at the outset, but this will be 

the subject of another paper.

(1) Where C, (f ) is the epsilon Core as defined above, given p the 
probability that any two agents are ine communication.
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What is more important is to draw attention to the fact that once we 

break away from the "starlike” structures of a classical economy with 

central auctioneer, who trades with whom and who passes information to whom 

becomes very significant. An obvious example is the formation of 

expectations in an inflationary situation. Furthermore the fact that such 

economies are not completely determinate suggests that economists could 

usefully profit in their analysis from an approach already adopted by 

sociologists and epidemiologists.
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